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Fishing Trip in Hurghada from sahel Hashish

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Friday/Tuesday 6 Hours 08:00

Enjoy a Private fishing trip from Sahel Hashesh, Day fishing experience in Sahel Hashesh on a Private
boat. Enjoy a day of fishing in the Red Sea. Catch and eat a fish for lunch, and then enjoy a
snorkeling adventure to get up close and personal to the colorful varieties of fish.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Transfers from/to your hotel in
high-class vehicles with A/C    
Boat trip to two different fishing
spots
Guide assistance   
 Fishing and snorkeling equipment

 Lunch  Mineral water and soft
drinks

 Any personal expenses - 
Any Item not mentioned in the
itinerary
 Tipping 

Itinerary:

Cast your chances at the catch of a lifetime in Sahel Hashesh. Depart early in the morning
from you hotel for a day of fishing in the abundantly stocked Red Sea!   Departing at 8:30 for
the marina, you will meet your guide and captain who will take you to two different fishing
spots, where you can enjoy the beautiful Egyptian landscape and try your luck at catching
one of the large fishes who live in the sea. Try your luck with on the line, while relaxing on
the boat.   If you're feeling like swimming with the fishes as opposed to catching them, jump
in the refreshing waters for a snorkeling trip to observe the fish up-close and personal look at
the incredible colors and varieties of fish who live here.   There's plenty of place on the boat
and shore to enjoy a sunny or shady break. If you catch fish before our stop at the second
anchor point, you can cook it to be included in our buffet lunch!   In the evening you will be
transferred back to your hotel in Sahel Hashesh.
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up from your Hotel in Sahel Hashesh To The boat Marina

Pick up from your Hotel in Sahel Hashesh To The boat Marina

2 :Arrive at Marina

Arrive at the Marina then get on the boat,get your Fishing
equiment, start sailing at 09:00 Am

 3:Start your Fishing Trip

Enjoy Fishing day Boat trip to two different fishing spots

4 :lunch Time

Enjoy your Lunch on the Fishing boat

5 :Fishing

Enjot Fishing free time on the boat

6 :Back to the Marine

sail back to the Marina then transfer to your hotel

Price:

  ($) 300 

  ( €) 285  

  (£) 267  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 
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 Book Now
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